Let G be a locally compact group. We show that G is amenable as a discrete group if and only if ]C?=i hx¡f £ ^o f°r any To ^ ^o > x¡ € G, and X¡ > 0 (i = 1, 2,... , ri) with J21=\ At-= 1, where J*o is the set of functions that left average to 0. We also confirm a conjecture of Rosenblatt and Yang that there is a left averaging function that is not right averaging if G is not amenable.
This improves the main result of Miao [2] . Then we apply this theorem to confirm the conjecture of Rosenblatt and Yang. To prove our result, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma A. (a) For f e L°°(G), let j G L°°(C7) be defined by f(x) = f(x~x) (x G G). Then f g sí if and only if f e/s.
(b) si C AR if and only if si = siR. Proof, (a) For any x e G and t G G, (xf)(t) = f(xrx) = f(tx-x) = fx-í(t).
Hence (xf) = fx~, . It is easy to see that the following are equivalent: (i) / G sí ; (ii) there is a constant c such that c G convex"*"00 {xf : x G G}; (iii) c G convex11'"00{(xf) : x G G} = convex"'1'00{fx-i : x G G} ; and (iv) f £siR. 
